INTRODUCING COPYRIGHT

ALL TOGETHER PASSIONATELY
USING ONE OBJECT TO EDUCATE ON COPYRIGHT
ALL TOGETHER PASSIONATELY

TUTTI INSIEME APPASSIONATAMENTE
TYPES OF WORK - COPYRIGHT

Artistic works
- Paintings
- Sculptures
- Photographs

Dramatic works
- Choreography
- Stage notes

Typographical arrangement
- Layout of published editions

Literary works
- Written text
- Lyrics
- Computer software

Musical works
- Scores
- Musical notation

Film
- Audio visual recordings incl digital
- Video

Sound Recordings
- CDs, records
- Digital recordings

Broadcasts/cable programmes
ONE OBJECT – MANY COPYRIGHT STORIES

• Types of copyright works
• Duration of copyright
• Using other people’s copyright works
• When do you need permission
• Copyright exceptions
• Copyright holders – can be many for one creative work
• Exclusive rights
• Copyright in translations
• Copyright in headings or titles
• Differences between copyright protection in the UK and other countries
• Copyright does not protect ideas – is film adaptation of original book